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Abstract 
To perform effective management and long-term storage of the old-age insurance information in rural area, a 
customized database platform of pension system was developed with Visual Studio in C# language, and the 
corresponding data are stored in SQL Server. After detailed requirement analysis, three database design stages of 
conceptual structure, logical structure and physical structure were carried out. The results of software testing show 
that all the functional modules of register, insuring, payment, buying, opening accounts, withdrawing, termination 
and transferring are finished. The software can process insurance business in batch, reducing labor cost. The 
information level is improved with standardized rural insurance data management. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduction 
With the deepening reform of insurance, rural endowment becomes a new kind of business in recent 
year [1]. The basic living needs of rural old-age are guaranteed which is involved in pension system. To 
afford to stable and reliable source of income, the scope covered the broad rural areas, and every peasants 
and migrant workers need buy endowment insurance everywhere, resulting in large scale amount pension 
information. The existing insurance systems are too complicate, and they are not fit for most peasants and 
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migrant worker with low-literacy. Some literatures also deal with the relevant business [2, 3]; while little 
useful information is utilized actually in remote mountainous areas with much troubles. It is difficult for 
peasants and migrant workers to deal with the busy insurance business with diverse bills and tables. 
Therefore, a rural endowment insurance database system is customized for small and medium sized 
enterprises to meet the pension system reform. This paper will survey and analyze the actual demand of 
rural old-age insurance business in Section 2, followed by the detailed description of three database design 
steps of conceptual structure, logical structure and physical structure in Section 3, while Section 4 deals 
with the testing results of software. Finally, in Section 5, an indication of some valuable conclusions from 
the rural endowment insurance information system is given. 
2. Requirements Analysis of the Rural Endowment Insurance Business 
The system needs analysis is based on the national insurance policy from the Ministry of Human 
Resource and Social Security for rural area. The rural human population quota of the old and young in 
China is large, resulting in large amount information of pension to manage difficultly. Massive data are 
needed storing in a big database regularly. So, a rural endowment insurance information system is design 
and developed to cut the high cost of data management with less human resource. The modules of the 
system involves register, insuring, payment, opening a account, withdrawing, termination and transferring 
business of insurance, as shown in Fig.1. 
Fig. 1. Data mining results of graduation project selection database 
3. Design of the Rural Endowment Insurance Information System 
(i) Conceptual Structural Design.  
According to system requirements analysis, rural old-age insurance information management is 
constructed as multi-processing software, and some constraints exist among all the entities. The global 
Entity-Relation diagram of the system conceptual structures is shown as Fig. 2. 
(ii) Logical Structural Design  
After system conceptual structural design, some relational tables are given to process the insurance 
data in detail. The table of customer states the information of the basic introduction of buying insurance, 
and the relation schema is person (Personal ID, Name, Birthday, Sex, Nation, Insurance Status, Tel, 
Participate date, Payment Standard, Account Location, Address, Remarks). All the attributes are not null. 
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The table of payment describes the information of rural customers to purchase insurance, and the 
relation schema is payment (Payno, PersonalNum, PayDate, Payamount, Attn_num), which can be null as 
non-primary attributes. 
Fig. 2. The global Entity-Relation diagram of the rural endowment insurance database 
The table of insurance standard information reflects the payment level every stage, and the relation 
schema is standard (Personal_Num, P_name, PersonID, Paystandard, Jointdate, Pay_amount, StartDate, 
Enable_standard). The main attributes are not null. 
The table of termination shows the information of stopping insurance, and the relation schema is 
termination (StopBill_No, Personal_Num, Stop_date, Stop_money, Stop_resault. The first attribute are 
not null, while other attributes can be null. 
The table of withdrawing insurance expresses the information of canceling business, and the relation 
schema is surrendering (withdraw_no, Personal_Num, withdraw_date, withdraw_money, withdraw_ 
result). These attributes are not null. 
(iii) Physical Structural Design. 
This rural endowment insurance system is mainly from the insurance industry. The relationships logic 
model is adopted to store the information of customers, and the database management system of SQL 
Server is used to create the physical structure with increasing files automatically. The maximum size of 
the data file growth is unlimited. Because the insured persons are too many, and some index are required 
to build to speed the selection operation of massive records with high operation efficiency. The personal 
number and national identification card can be utilized to create unique index, and other primary can 
produce non-cluster index. 
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4.  Results and Discussion 
According to the system requirements analysis, the concept structural design, the logical organization 
design and physics structural design, the system software of storing massive insurance information is 
performed with Visual Studio and SQL Server in C# programming. An interface of the software results 
are shown as follow. 
Fig. 3.  One of the results of the rural endowment insurance database 
The software testing demonstrates that all the functional modules are finished with simple operation 
and complete information. It is very fit for peasants and rural worker in remote villages. 
5.   Conclusion 
According to the detailed pension insurance business, a rural endowment insurance information system 
is developed to assure broad peasants and migrant workers to deal with it, enjoying a happy life of the old 
age. The software is carried out in C# programming language by the tool of Visual Studio. The database 
system has some advantages of friendly interface, easy operation, complete function and low cost, and it 
is fit for countryside friends to process the old-age insurance business. It plays important roles to standard 
countryside old-age insurance service and to generalize related national policies and regulations. 
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